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Editorial

Keep Those Stories Coming
Wild Isle welcomes editorial submissions in the form of feature
articles, trip reports, gear reviews, essays, safety & technique,
how & where to’s, press releases, artwork, photography etc...

Submissions should concern self-powered
and self-reliant ‘adventure-recreation’, ideally
but not exclusively taking place in a wilderness
setting. This includes; sea-kayaking,
backpacking, surfing, skiing/snowboarding, rock
& ice climbing, mountaineering, caving,
whitewater paddling, and so on. We publish
quarterly so keep the coming season in mind,
we will hold items for future issues.

There is a growing trend to refer to
machine powered excursions (such as a zodiac
wildlife cruises or 4x4 off roading) as “Eco-
Adventure” or “Eco-Tours”, these types of
experiences are not what we are looking for.
Solitude and physical exertion are the watch
words. Stories about guided experiences are not
encouraged but we are interested in items
discussing the industry and issues facing it.

Environmental issues are inseparable from
a love of wilderness experiences and items on
local issues are invited but please present an
unbiased, factual, & well researched viewpoint.

As for geography, Vancouver Island, the
Southern Gulf, Discovery and Queen Charlotte
Islands, the mainland coast and the northwest
U.S. as accessed from Vancouver Island are all
within our “sphere of influence”. Stories by
Islanders on their travels elsewhere in BC and
even the world at large may be considered.

Feature articles should be 1000-1500
words in length.  Articles should be submitted
by e-mail or on a brand new floppy disk in Word
for Mac or RTF, always “Save As” in a couple of
formats to make sure there is one our Macintosh
can read. We can take handwritten or typed
material sent by fax or mail but retyping is a
dreaded task so please help us avoid it.

Whenever possible articles should be
accompanied by photographs or artwork. We
do have a considerable library of stock images
to supplement your work if needed but please
be in touch well in advance of a deadline to
ensure there is something to illustrate your piece.

Photographs maybe submitted as; colour
slides, black & white prints, colour negatives,
colour prints and black & white negatives in
order of preference. Please include a S.S.A.E. to
ensure return of your work.

Don’t forget to corrctly caption & credit
all photographs and artwork.

Send Material to:
Wild Isle
P.O. Box 482, Heriot Bay BC V0P 1H0
Fax: 250 285-2236
eMail: wildisle@island.net

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

First and foremost, a
huge thank you to
everyone that heeded
the call and sent stories
over the last couple of
months. It is exactly
what we needed to keep

the presses rolling. As you can see this
issue is our largest yet as a result of
the influx of material. We do need
more paddling and biking stories
though. It seems that the long
tradition of mountain literature is
prevailing but we know there is more
out there! Also things out of the
ordinary, caving, paragliding etc.. We
also need more advertising support.
So if you own or manage a business
involved in the outdoors give us a call.
We’re reaching your market here on
the Island more effectively than any
other publication, so it will prove to
be worth your while.

If you sent a submission recently
and don’t see it in this issue take heart.

There is only so much room to go
round and preference must be given
to seasonal items so be patient your
piece will surface sooner or later. Don’t
forget if you wish to enter your article
in our dispatch roundup contest to
mark it so. See the inside back cover
for more details and note the extended
deadline, now January 30th 2000.

We’ve got our act together at last
on the subscription front so don’t hold
back, sign up today. This issue also sees
our first equipment review. If you have
a locally manufactured product and
would like some exposure drop us a
line and tell us all about it.

Tomorrow is opening day at Mt
Washington and they’re reporting a
base of over 150 cm already so looks
like we may be up for another bumper
snow year. I for one will be heading
uphill for first tracks. That is if I can
finish this issue off in time!

Philip Stone
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LETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETTERS
Copy of email sent to Andrew Smith at BC Parks
re: last issue’s View Point subject: Air Access

Hi Andy, First let me introduce myself and my
background.  My name is Joe Bajan and I have been a
user of Strathcona Park and other parks of the world for
27 years.  I have been an active climber and hiker in
Strathcona for all those years putting footprints on moss,
ice, snow and rock where the masses have been and
where no one else has been.  At one time I held a pilots
license and air dropped (several times) supplies into the
Park for extended ski/ climbing trips. I also have been
dropped off into the park many times with fixed and
rotary aircraft. In addition these methods of transport I
have spent days and days hiking the park.  Most
importantly I have never written a letter or picked up a
phone to complain to any government organization in
my life but you have hit on a nerve that has bothered
me for many years. The ban on flying into the park. 
That decision was dumb.  I can understand making and
preserving a wilderness area, no argument from me on
that.  But.... in the oldest Provincial Park in B.C. -  We
put mines in. We build highways. We improve highways.
We flood forests. We allow mining to continue. We allow
logging roads to be built. We log off an area then put it
into the park. We allow power boats on lakes. We allow
lodges to be built. We build parking lots. We allow snow
cats to groom trails. We allow commercial operations.
We build simple trails. We move sections of trails. We
build high use trails. We build tent platforms in high

use areas. We ban camping in other high use areas. We
build outhouses in high use areas. We build huts. We
build green fibreglass towers on mountain peaks.  But
we don't allow a helicopter to land on a 20ft snow pack
so a few hikers, climbers, skiers can get out.  This all
strikes me of hypocrisy  and makes as much sense when
a few years ago some Ottawa bureaucrat floated an idea
to ban flying into Mt. Logan, Kluane National Park. (FYI:
Mt. Logan is 125 miles from the nearest road with the 75
miles of glaciers being the easy part). Let that bureaucrat
"walk in then climb Logan" after that let him come back,
"fly in and climb Logan" again when he has done all of
that let him make the discussion regarding flying into
the park.  While we are at it may I suggest that the Parks
Branch people who are making the decision  regarding
"flying into Strathcona" do the following simple exercise
-  Between the dates of Dec. 01 and Mar. 31 -

1. Walk up the Elk river valley then climb Col. Foster
via one of the routes on the east face.
2. Snowshoe up the Elk river valley then climb Col. Foster
via one of the routes on the east face.
3. Ski up the Elk river valley then climb Col. Foster via
one of the routes on the east face.
4. Helicopter up the Elk river valley then climb Col. Foster
via one of the routes on the east face.

Then let those same people make the decision
regarding flying into the park.  I have done all 4 between
those dates and my vote is to allow flying into the park.
 If we want to create and preserve wilderness areas we
do that by making access difficult "period" otherwise who
are we not to allow a helicopter access when allow
everything else?  Do the right thing!  Allow access by
Air. 

Thank you 
Joe Bajan
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Quadra Island has been
selected by the Sea Kayak
Guides Alliance of

BC (SKGABC) as the site for its Spring
2000 Kayak Symposium. The dates
for the Quadra Island/ Discovery
Islands Sea Kayak Guides Exchange
will be April 28th, 29th, and 30th.

The Sea Kayak Guides Alliance
of B.C. (SKGABC) is a volunteer
organization dedicated to setting
and maintaining high industry
standards, servicing its members
and l inking industr ies  and
governments that influence our
sector of tourism.  The SKGABC is
Canada’s  largest  recognized
cert i fy ing sea kayak guide
organization.

Created originally to represent
guides, the SKGABC has expanded
its view over the years and deals
with many different levels of our
Industry.  As ‘Adventure Tourism’
grows so does its complexity with
more and more government
intervention and conflicting views
with other industries.  The SKGABC
works towards resolving these
conflicts and insuring that we play
an act ive  rol l  when pol icy  i s
created.  

"Quadra is the perfect spot to
host the first symposium of the
new mil lennium" said Ralph
Keller,  a founding member of
SKGABC and owner/operator of
Coast  Mountain Expedi t ions .
" I t ' s ideal  f rom a number  of
s tandpoints .  I t  has  great
waterfront parks, sheltered and
open water in which to conduct
workshops, and it has tidal rapids
nearby which will  be used for
professional development and
guide training"   He added that
this  symposium would be a
departure f rom most  SKGABC
events as  i t  would of fer  sea
kayaking workshops for
both professional kayak guides

and the recreational paddler. In
previous years, Guides Exchanges
tended to focus on  professional
development  for  advanced
paddlers.

The objective on Quadra is
to expose the paddling public
to high qual i ty  sea kayaking
workshops promoting bet ter
judgement  on the water  and
low impact camping etiquette on
the beach. "It's also a great way
to increase  SKGABC's  publ ic
profile,  raise some funds and
create some welcome economic
activity for the Discovery Islands."
 We're hoping to have some dates

on e i ther  s ide  of  the actual
symposium set aside for guide
certification to take place. Guides
wishing to seek Day, Assistant, or
Lead Guide certification should
contact the SKGABC head office to
schedule an exam. The training
standards  for  the exam are
$10.00 and available from the
head office as well. Guides will be
able to recertify their AR/CPR
ticket  dur ing the weekend.
SKGABC will  publish more details
on this as the event becomes
organized. 

We're going to work hard to
attract  as  many paddlers  as
possible.  These events usually
attract around 75 and 100 people
but we're going to try for 200. The
event will cost between $50-100
per person for the weekend and
will include most workshops and
a dinner. The weekend will also
host a meeting of  SKGABC at the
Quadra community Hall.   We
have some great programs and
workshops planned. Aside from all
the water based stuff, there will be
s l ide  shows,  and talks .  We're
especially lucky to have Quadra's
own Hi lary Stewart  doing a
presentation on Vancouver Island
Native  ethnology
and artifacts.  

SKGABC Y-2-Kayak Symposium
to be held on Quadra Island

The tentative Itinerary will be:
Friday, April 28th/00
12:00 Noon to 3:30 PM Workshop

# 1-Human Faeces  management-
Commercial Composting Toilet Tour
at Coast Mountain Lodge (Limit 11)

3:00 PM to 5:00 PM Workshop #
1 - AR/CPR recertification Workshop
# 2 - Theoretical and Practical Aspects
of Tidal Rapid Negotiation (inside)
Workshop # 3 - Deep Sea Rescue
Considerations for the Professional
Kayaker (inside)

5:00 PM to 12:00 PM. Social Hour,
Dinner and dance (possibly) at
Quadra Island Community Hall
Saturday, April 30th

Meet at Rebecca Spit. Times TBA
Workshops for Professional or

Advanced Paddlers -Basic Tidal
Rapids for the Professional Kayaker
or (advanced paddlers) (Surge
Narrows) -Advanced Tidal Rapids
(practical at Surge Narrows) -Rescue
protocol for the Professional Kayaker
(Rebecca Spit) -Marine Rescue &
Evacuation Simulation for the
Professional Kayaker (or advanced
paddlers) (The Breton Islands) -
Advanced Navigation with Compass
& GPS -How to Instruct First Time
Paddlers (Rebecca Spit)

Workshops for Non-Professional
or Beginner/Intermediate Paddlers -
Basic Paddling Technique -
Intermediate Paddling Technique -
Rescues for the Recreational Paddler
-Low impact Touring and Camping -
Basic Navigation for the Recreational
Paddler -Vancouver Island Native
Ethnology & Artifacts, presented by
Hilary Stewart -Marine Biology and
natural history talks and walks -

Note: This Itinerary is tentative
and may change somewhat

Of course, we're looking for
Alliance volunteers to instruct some
of the workshops  You can have them
contact Ralph Keller at: 250-287-0635
Evenings after 6 PM or email:
coastmtn@island.net
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MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT
CO-OP

A LIFETIME SHARE IN MEC IS ONLY $5.00

CALL 1-800-663-2667 FOR A CATALOGUE

VANCOUVER, CALGARY, EDMONTON,  TORONTO,

OTTAWA AND A MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Visit www.mec.ca

OUR IDEA OF A
SKI CHALET

FOR LESS THAN THE COST OF A SKI RESORT

WEEKEND, OWN A PORTABLE “CHALET”

FROM MEC. WE OFFER A COMPLETE

SELECTION OF CROSS-COUNTRY,

TOURING, TELEMARK, AND

MOUNTAINEERING SKI GEAR,

AVALANCHE SAFETY EQUIPMENT,

AND A FULL LINE OF PACKS,

CLOTHING, AND EQUIPMENT.

Grade 5’s Ski & Snowboard
FREE this Winter at

Mt. Washington Resort!

Mt. Washington Resort is opening it's
heart and hills to kids in Grade 5, with
an invitation to ski and snowboard for

free this winter!
All you need is a Grade 5 SnowPass, which is

a coupon book with over 45 pages of savings,
including three complimentary lift/trail tickets
at Mt. Washington Resort and 44 other ski areas
in Western Canada. That amounts to 135 days
of  f ree ski ing and snowboarding.  For  kids  in
Grade 5,  there 's  real ly no excuse not to give
skiing or snowboarding a try this winter.

The Grade 5 SnowPass program is a ski and
snowboard industry initiative presented by the
Canadian Ski Council to encourage kids to get
outside and be active during the winter. Grade 5
was selected for the program because ten is an
ideal age to learn how to ski or snowboard. The
SnowPass not only provides a unique opportunity
to "try before you buy", it helps make skiing and
snowboarding more accessible to families who
might not otherwise participate. Now in its third
y e a r,  t h e  S n o w P a s s  p r o g r a m  h a s  a l r e a d y
generated over 50,000 resort visits by more than
20,000 5th graders across Canada.

Anyone who is currently in Grade 5 (or born
in 1989) can get a Grade 5 SnowPass. The mail-
in application forms are being distr ibuted to
schools in early November or you can visit the
S n o w P a s s  w e b  s i t e  a t  w w w. s k i 4 f r e e . c o m .
A p p l i c a t i o n s  c a n  a l s o  b e  p i c k e d  u p  a t  M t .
Washington Resort any Sport Chek store or in Ski
Press Magazine, which is available free of charge
in  spor t s  s to re s  eve r ywhere .  There  i s  an  $8
adminis t rat ion charge for  the  SnowPass  and
applicants are required to provide proof of age
or grade, plus a photo which is used in the Grade
5 SnowPass book for personal identification.

T h e  G r a d e  5  S n o w P a s s  i s  v a l i d  a t  M t .
Washington Resort beginning December 4, 1999
u n t i l  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  s k i  s e a s o n ,  w i t h  t h e
exception of Christmas Break (Dec. 17-Jan 3).
The SnowPass is not valid on school trips or any
other excursions where discounted group rates
apply.
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Strathcona
Wilderness  Ins t i tu t e

Working in partnership with BC Parks, 
’SWI’ inspires awareness, appreciation, 

and stewardship of the natural world 
through education and participation. 

To learn more about programs and 
volunteering opportunities 

Call (250) 337-1871Call (250) 337-1871
151 Dogwood St Campbell River

Simply the best 
biking gear around

286-6340
lemmings@island.net

by Andy Smith

- the view is not always clear- Point
View
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DAY 1 - Westmin Mine/Hike to Arnica Lake
It was 6:00 am on a beautiful summer morning when we started out

on this adventure.  Our chief objective was to climb the Hinde travelling in
and out from Westmin via Phillips Ridge.

Campbell River saw us having lunch at “Patty Joe’s.” The jury is still
out. On the drive Jacqueline and I played each other’s tapes; Keith Jarrett
and the Gipsy Kings, and discussed today’s tastes in music. Jacqueline also
recounted her recent hike to Mt. Harmston with Messrs. Goodman, Lepp,
Servin and Zareski.

We arrived at the mine at 1:00 pm mentally raring to go but stiff
from sitting in the car. Each other’s packs were eyed and picked up. Three
of us were glad we were not Tyson whose pack was 20 lbs. or so heavier
than anyone else’s.

We headed up the 80-plus-switchback trail to Arnica Lake where we
camped for the first night. We had a great dinner of freeze-dried things.
Having arose very early that morning, Glen packed it in. We said “Cool,
we’ll chew the fat for a while and hang the food up in the bear-proof
cache.” If you think that’s funny, well it certainly isn’t “hang the bear up in
the food-proof cache,” is it?  Anyway, as we hoisted the last precious stuff-
sack of goodies, the whole kit and caboodle came crashing down. Boo-
hoo! Has the Parks Department ever heard of galvanized cable? So, from
8:30 to 11:30 pm, with the frogs raising a fuss, Tyson the tree-climber
dude, at great risk to life and limb, strung a temporary rope. Jacqueline
and I provided tactical support. Our vittles were safe.

Just to make things more interesting for Tyson though, whilst up the
tree, a mine detonation or earth tremor silenced the frogs. Tyson’s
fingernails dug deeper into the bark and we on the ground ducked in
anticipation of our stash coming down on our heads. The load held though,
and it was off to bed.

DAY 2 - Arnica Lake to Phillips Ridge just past Pk 1732

We soon encountered lots of snow just past Arnica and had to pick
up the trail where we could, eventually gaining the ridge at about 1400
metres. Here we were rewarded with warm sunshine and a light breeze,
also views of peaks to the north, west and south.

Pressing on up the ridge with our noses to the ground, we followed
those noses to the summit of Peak 1732. A very nice summit it was, but for
the fact that it was the only hump on the whole damn ridge that we didn’t
have to climb! So we made the necessary course corrections and headed
on. We soon forgot about our faux pas and found a great campsite on the
south edge of the ridge with shelter, water and a great view of the Hinde.
This was just as well, because it was at this point that Glen realized that he
had left his camera on top of 1732 - the only hump on the whole damn
ridge that we didn’t have to climb! Something like !?#*XX!! was mentioned,
then Glen cheerfully retraced his steps, found his camera and joined us at
camp for a great evening meal. The sky looked good for tomorrow. The
Hinde beckoned.

DAY 3 - Phillips Ridge to Schjelderup Lake
We broke camp today, brimming with enthusiasm. Shortly after

starting out, Schjelderup came into view, backdropped by the Hinde. With
crystal clear skies we pressed on, bound for glory. We just weren’t aware
how far away glory was. Several ridge-humps later, we questioned whether
to head down to Schjelderup. We had it from reliable sources not to start
down too soon as the way was downright ugly.  So we scrambled over the
next hump at about 1600 metres. This was devoid of any greenery and
was composed of particularly black rock. This was thereafter referred to as
“big black” and will be, in any future publications of consequence.

The south facing lower section of this route was dotted with small
pockets of early flowers; paintbrush, lupines and flea-bane. It was one of
the more pleasant sections to dilly-dally.

Upon cresting out on “big black” we could see a well-defined trail
down to Schjelderup. It commenced in the col between the next hump of
1700 metres. Getting down to the col was tricky, as wet, slimy rock ended
with a bergschrund.

It was here that Jacqueline, whilst leaping over a sizeable gap, avec
pack, bumped Tyson and they both went for a 25 metre slide into rather
unforgiving rock. Fortunately, only minor bruises were sustained.  Phew!

We took a break here and tossed around ideas about what shape the
remainder of the day would take. At this point we had been hiking for 8
hours. Tyson’s ambition of getting to Burman Lake seemed overly optimistic.
My ambition of not moving one more millimetre wasn’t ambitious enough.
So, after a talk with Jacqueline and Glen, the decision was made to camp
at Schjelderup.

The route down involved crossing a slide area and then negotiating a
particularly nasty gully. In the interest of safety, we lowered our packs
down by rope, one at a time. This we did successfully, but it would prove
much more difficult ascending on the trip back.

The lake was beautiful and featured iceflows, goldeneyes and an
unusually high concentration of mosquitoes. Regardless, sitting by the lake
that night was beautiful. We made a food cache here for the way back, as
we only needed two days supplies for the trip from here to the Hinde and
back. This lightened our load considerably. Tomorrow - Burman ridge.

GOLDENGOLDENGOLDENGOLDENGOLDENGOLDENGOLDENGOLDENGOLDENGOLDEN

HINDEHINDEHINDEHINDEHINDEHINDEHINDEHINDEHINDEHINDE
by Paul Clark

Jacqueline Cameron on Phillips Ridge with Schjelderup Lake and the
Golden Hinde Photo: Paul Clark
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DAY 4 - Schjelderup Lake to Climber’s Camp
A crystal clear day saw us lollygagging around camp. A leisurely pack-up before heading up

on to Mt. Burman’s north ridge. It is from here that one probably gets the best, close-up,
unobstructed view of the Hinde. We were able to scope out Climber’s Camp and the route up to
the southeast couloir.

On the way down Burman’s north ridge, we passed many pretty little lakes-beautiful places
to camp in a pinch. The way down to the east tip of Burman Lake was ugly and several scratches
and gouges were sustained.

We crossed the log jam at the east end of Burman Lake and sashayed up a pretty little ridge
dotted with tarns, to Climber’s Camp. Earlier on, someone mentioned that they had heard this
spot wasn’t very nice. Well, whoever thought this must have been eating the brown acid, man,
because a more spectacular base camp I have not seen. We loved this spot for our own reasons;
Glen-because of the great bouldering possibilities, Jacqueline-because of the vistas and photo
opps, Tyson-because he could smell the summit of the big nail, and I because my boss couldn’t
phone me here.

While we made camp and organized meals, Tyson, from whom pure energy oozes from
every pore, decided to recon the route up the scree and heather slope across the outflow of the
lake. He returned after two hours, having found a way up and out of a narrow gully which dead-
ends. He reported a snowfield on the southeast side. This we would cross tomorrow. Tyson’s
efforts saved us time the next morning. Yeah Tyson! We then pounded our inflatable pillows, as
tomorrow was a big day.

DAY 5 - Climber’s Camp to Hinde summit-return
Ah, that TIMEX beep beep-beep beep at 5:30 am. Interestingly, it was on this day in 1983

that a party of three climbers camped at this spot and attempted this mountain. They took a
route up the south face and were successful in reaching the summit.  They descended via the
southeast couloir, the route we now intended to ascend.

In His wisdom, God had provided us with such a day as to knock your Gore-Tex socks off. I
knew that if we didn’t make the summit, He was going to be mighty disappointed in us. From
Climber’s Camp a thick mist enveloped everything below 1400 metres. Above that level the sky
was crystal clear with a blazing sun rise igniting every snowy peak in sight like a jewel.

Off  we went at 8:00 am across the snow bridge at the outflow of the lake.  Then it was up
the scree and heather slope on the south face and the gully Tyson had scouted the night before.
We left the dead-end gully a few metres before the top, climbing out along a narrow ledge with
a bit of exposure. Next we crossed some small snow patches gingerly sidestepping mummy
ptarmigan along with her brood of baby ptarmigans. We found a nice tarn to top up our water
bottles and then reached the main large snowfield at the top of which lay the southeast couloir.
At this point, we harnessed up in case the rope was needed. It wasn’t! The early morning snow
was firm and Tyson kicked in some nice steps for the rest of us to follow. This took some time
though, and it was awhile before we stepped onto rock at the base of the snow-filled gully.  e also
squandered some time here debating whether this indeed was the southeast couloir. Perhaps we
had gone too far and were looking up at the mountain’s east snow field. After hemming and
hawing and some recon by Jacqueline and Glen, we confirmed that we were indeed on track. All
that was needed now was for us to go up!

Unfortunately, we weren’t all quite in agreement exactly how we should do that. Tyson
drooled at the idea of ice-axing his way up the snow, while Jacqueline thought the rock route up
beside the gully was perhaps a quicker, safer route. Glen thought he’d like a short period of
meditation and frankly, I had no idea what the hell to do! Tyson did well on the snow for the most
part, but did run into icy sections and used the rock in places. Jacqueline found a route on solid

Kayak Tours

Cycling Tours

Outfitter Store

First Aid Instruction

Lessons

Two Locations to Serve You

Outfitter Store
471 Trans-Canada, Duncan
beside Bow-Mel Chrysler

250 748-0512

Rental Store
1765 Cowichan Bay Rd
at the Bluenose Marina

250 748-0511

www.ecowest.com
1-888-326-9378

Livin' The Dream!

Group on Phillips ridge with Golden Hinde behind. Photo: Paul Clark
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rock parallel to the gully and Glen and I followed,
all of us meeting at a great level view point 30
minutes from the summit. This was a very
dramatic spot. One feature being a semi-truck
sized boulder. The mother of all chockstones was
jammed between two rock spires high in the air.
I wondered if it had been lodged there since a
powerful earthquake shook the region early in
the century, possibly shearing off the top of the
mountain.

We then picked our way up the rest of the
gully over very loose rock, reaching the summit
at 3:15 pm.  Elated, soup was made, summit
photos were taken and we sat back to enjoy the
view. I think we were all excited by the fact that
we knew all other peaks lay below. An unusual
feature at the summit cairn is a bough of yellow
cedar in the shape of a cross. This was presumably
placed here to commemorate the first believed
ascent of the mountain by surveyors Urquhart,
Kent and Anderson in 1913. They had placed a
similar bough. How do I know, you ask? Well, a
great book “Beyond Nootka” by Lindsay Elms was
published this year and is full of juicy titbits like
this.

What’s this? Fingers of mist creeping in from
the coast. You betcha! It was time to head down,
slowly and carefully over very loose, ugly rock.
Tyson tried a little glissading, semi on purpose
and roughed himself up on some of the rock
slightly. Otherwise, the slow, methodical plod
back to Climber’s Camp went smoothly. We
arrived back at the snow bridge at 8:00 pm.

We were high-spirited that we’d had a 12
hour fun day and achieved our trip’s objective.
Only when we reached camp and were
congratulating each other, did Jacqueline let it
squeak out that today had been her birthday.
Having already used up the Dom Perignon ration
for the trip, the celebration would have to wait.

DAY 6- Climber’s Camp to Phillips Ridge
The mist that had crept in the night before

was late in dissipating this morning and that
suited us fine, because we were in no hurry to
leave this gorgeous spot. It was a slow pack-up
and we headed off down to Burman Lake,
washing and tanking up with water when we got
there.

Next it was up on Burman ridge, turning
east before the summit, somehow losing the trail
and having to bushwack down to Schjelderup.
Here we found our food cache undisturbed. We
took a break, redistributed our food and had a
meal. We needed to rest before tackling probably
the most gruesome part of the trip; the gully
above Schjelderup and up and over Big Black. It
didn’t take long for us to reach the dreaded gully
and it took considerable huffing and puffing,
please and thank yous, before we’d given the
freaking thing the hasta la vista.

A slide area was next, followed by that nasty
bergschrund which Jacqueline and Tyson had the
little unpleasantness with on the way in. This
section I’ll refer to as the 1,2,3 punch because
then we had to get up Big Black. This is a north
facing slope and as such is wet and slippery and
steeper than it looks. We had a little trouble with
this and fatigue was becoming a factor.  Glen led
the way with superior rock climbing skills. Tyson,
Jacqueline and I tried skirting the summit around
the west side with limited success. We avoided
some tricky sections, but ended up summiting
and meeting Glen who was chilled out from the
wait.

Mist was blowing in and we had already had
a full day, but we agreed to continue down off
Big Black, over the next summit on the ridge and
find good camping.  The mist came and went
and in two hours it was a tired group of hikers
that made camp beside a tiny stream and settled
in for the night. We slept the sleep of the just.

DAY 7-Along Phillips Ridge
Today we arose late, had a leisurely

breakfast, a major gear sort and pack-up, ready

for a long day. We had to cover the distance of
the entire ridge as we wanted to reach Arnica
Lake for what would be our last night on the trail.
As it turned out, we fell short of this goal by about
11 hours, camping just past the park boundary
which allows for the Westmin Resources claim.
One might say at this point we were all just
getting tired, but I attribute this to the fact that
Jacqueline’s supply of chocolate-covered coffee
beans was running low.

This was the only day we had seen anyone
else. A party of 12; 4 adults, 8 young adults, with
Amazonian physiques and steam snorting from
their nostrils, said hi as they traversed through
to the Elk River. They too intended to climb the
Hinde. We wished them bon chance. It was
surprising, with such a window of good weather,
we didn’t encounter more hikers.

Beautiful sunshine in the late afternoon
greeted us as we camped beside a small tarn.
We enjoyed chilli, crackers from the bottomless
jar and Brie. We swapped stories and discussed
how we all felt about the trip.  It was about now
that I really felt the group dynamic was clicking.
From here on it was a well oiled 4x4 machine
chewing its way back home.

DAY 8 - Nr Arnica Lake to Westmin
Well it’s all downhill from here, I thought as

we broke camp for the last time, surrounded by
ferocious bugs. All that was left to do was round
Arnica Lake and plod down the eighty plus
switchbacks to the cars. This seemed like a paved
highway compared to what we had been walking
over.

A late start still put us at trail’s end by mid
afternoon. Udo of the mine helped Tyson rig a
roof rack on Jacqueline’s car with 2x4s and wire.
After stopping at Strathcona Park Lodge for a
shower, potato chips and a cold one, it was back
down the new Inland Island Highway to Victoria.
On the way we talked of the trip with that glow
of satisfaction that all alpinists have after such a
successful hike. R.E.M. and the Gipsy Kings played
as the wheels were already turning as to what
the next adventure would be.

Participants: Jacqueline Cameron, Paul Clark,
Tyson Gallagher,  Glen Raynor

Acknowledgements: Tyson, whose enthusiasm
made the trip happen, Jacqueline, for the
chocolate covered coffee beans that got us to
the top, Glen, for great stories of world travels
and good karma, and me, the extra baggage the
rest carried, although I did stay back to make
sure no one was following us.

Looking over a fog covered Burman Lake to Mt Burman at sunrise from Climbers Camp.
Photo: Jacqueline Cameron

Group at summit  Photo: Jacqueline Cameron
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An unmistakable landmark from the North Island alpine the Haihte Range is home
to some of the largest icefields on Vancouver Island and comprise one of the Island’s
most spectacular alpine areas. Perched on the divide between the Nomash and Nimpkish
watersheds the range’s proximity to the west coast near Tahsis and Zeballos guarentees
a regular supply of deep deep powder. Winter access on foot is notoriously difficult but
fortunately snow conditions can remain good as late as July when access is considerably
easier. The best road access is from the Nomash Valley logging roads located just before
Zeballos along the Zeballos Road., The range has recently been incorporated into the
new Woss Lake Provincial Park.

ISLAND BACKCOUNTRYISLAND BACKCOUNTRYISLAND BACKCOUNTRYISLAND BACKCOUNTRYISLAND BACKCOUNTRY

Highest point:1650m. on the East Ridge of Rugged Mountain
Most Vertical Descent Possible: ~350m
Best Time to Visit: December to July
Map Sheets: 92 L/2 Woss Lake

Looking for the Island’s hottest destinations for some sweet
backcountry powder this winter? Look no further than these
three hot spots. Big terrain, untracked powder all await...

Haihte Range as seen from Mt Cain

Corrie Wright freeheeling off the
Unmapped Glacier, Haihte Range.

Zeballos Peak Woss
Lake

to Island Highway

to Zeballos

Rugged Mtn

Ya'ai Pk

Haihte Spire

Unmapped 
Glacier

N20

Nomash Main

Nomash River

Rugged 
Glacier

Tahsis
River

Haihte Range
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Highest point:Summit of Mt McBride 2081m
Most Vertical Descent Possible: ~400m
Best Time to Visit: December to June
Map Sheets: 92 F/12 Buttle Lake

Perched high above the west shore of Buttle Lake, Mt McBride is an unmistakable
landmark from Western Mines road with it’s distinctive uplifted Rocky Mountain look.
Boat access is required across Buttle Lake from Augerpoint to reach the Marble Meadows
trail adding to the adventure of visiting the exquisite meadows and Mt McBride. One of
the greatest assets of the area for a winter visit is the Wheaton Hut which sleeps four
comfortably. Be prepared to spend a night before reaching the hut though!

TURNS AND TOURSTURNS AND TOURSTURNS AND TOURSTURNS AND TOURSTURNS AND TOURS

Mt Albert Edward as seen from Mt Washington

Mt McBride’s north aspect

Highest point:Summit of Mt Albert
Edward  2094m
Most Vertical Descent Possible:
~800m
Best Time to Visit: December to June
Map Sheets: 92 F/11 Forbidden
Plateau

When it comes to accessibility the parking lot at Paradise Meadows is hard to
beat. Cross Country trails from Mt Washington Nordic Centre weave across the
meadows giving passholders a headstart on tours into the Plateau above Lake Helen
Mackenzie. From here many options open up. An excellent weekend tour across to
Mt Becher and Forbidden Plateau ski area, an ascent and descent! of Mt Albert
Edward, exploring the meadows for the day or the start of a longer tour to Comox
Glacier, Flower Ridge or Augerpoint.

Remember
When travelling in the
backcountry each person
should carry self-rescue
equipment including:
avalanche transceiver, shovel
& probes. Ensure everyone
in your group is familiar
enough with their use to
save your life if needed.

Mt Albert Edward/Forbidden Plateau

Mt McBribe/Marble Meadows



APRIL 2000 

April 1 Tequila Cup Dual Slalom Race. Everyone 19 yrs and older welcome!
Sponsored by Vancouver Island Brewery! 

April 2 Tequila Cup Snow Volleyball,
Steve Marshall Ford Demo Day 
WinterFest 2000 

April 8 Overwaitea Foods Dummy Downhill 
April 9 Barq's Slush Cup 
April 15 Old Dutch Helicopter Drop- Watch goods fly from the sky! 
April 23 Kids Zone Easter Egg Hunt 
April 30 Realty World Snow To Surf Race
April 29-30 Snowmobile Hill Climb Race. 

FEBRUARY 2000

Feb 5 Beach Party in Fat Teddy's Bar and Grill- lots of prizes and crazy games! 
Dress for the sun and have some fun! 

Feb 6 13 th Annual Coca Cola Classic Fun Race 
Visit guest services or contact Herb Bradley @ 334-3868 for registration details. 

Feb 12 4th Annual Wood Cup A fun race for everyone in the logging industry! 
Call 334-5702 for registration information and details. 

Feb 19 Sprite Slopeside Ride (Snowboard Event) 
sponsored by Spy Optics, Swany, Cozy Devils, Norco, Visle Snowboards, 
Simon's Cycles, Helly Hansen & Sprite. 

Feb 26-27 Van. Isl Cross Country Championships 
Sno Tek Demo Days 

Feb 27 Vancouver Island Alpine Championships - Race # 3 
Sponsored by Coors Light, Head/Tyrolia, Swany, Cozy Devils and Ski Tops. 
(Adult race series)

JANUARY 2000

Jan 2 Dairyworld Big Air Competition (Skiers and Snowboarder welcome!)
Sponsored by Gordini, Rossignol, Extreme Optics, Brazen, Cannon, 
Norco & Simon's Cycles. 

Jan 4 Disabled Ski Fest (Tues-Fri) Call 334-3868 for details and registration. 
Jan 8-9 Free Ride Snowboard Camp (13-19 years). Register in advance.
Jan 10-16 Coors Light Winter Festival - 1/2 Price midweek lift tickets, 

rental equipment & private lessons (Jan. 10 - 14). 
Coors Light Costume Party in Fat Teddy's Bar & Grill on 
Saturday night and Snow Sculpture Contest Judging Sunday. 

Jan. 16 Head Tryolia Adult Carving Camp 
Jan 17-21 National Ski Week- 1/2 price midweek Discover Skiing/Boarding Packages. 
Jan 22 Sprite Boarder Cross (Amateur) Sponsored by Sprite, Salomon, Pizza 

Pockets, Extreme Optics, Norco, Simon's Cycles & Gordini. 
Limited spaces available, register early! 

Jan 23 Sprite Boarder Cross (Pro) 
Limited spaces available register early! 

Jan 22-23 Salomon Demo Days
Jan 30 Vancouver Island Alpine Championships - Race # 2- (Adult race series)

Sponsored by Coors Light, Head/Tyrolia, Swany, Cozy Devils & Ski Tops. 

SPECIAL EVENTS

Register on line at www.mtwashington.bc.ca or call us at 250-338-1386.

MARCH 2000

Mar 11 1/2 Pipe Competition (Snowboarders and new school skiers welcome)
Sponsored by Elan, Sex Wax, Scott, NFA, Option, Outlook, Norco, 
Simon's Cycles! 

Mar 11-12 Winter Fest 2000 Watch for great giveaways! 
Mar 18 Van Isl Cross Country Loppet call 338-1386 ext 625 for details.
Mar 18-19 13-19 yrs Snowboard Camp. Register at the snowschool desk! 
Mar 19 Coca Cola Jesters Cup Family Fun Race 
Mar 20-24 Kids Zone Spring Break Camps 
Mar 23 Snowman Building contest in Kidz Zone 
Mar 24 Barq's Snow Tube Event in the Ozone! There will be a barking contest, 

tubing events and lots of fun to be had in the Ozone today!
Mar 25 McDonald's Family Fun Day- Watch for coupons in McDonald's 

restaurants for a free ski day for youth today! 
Mar 26 Vancouver Island Alpine Championship Wrap up. 

Net proceeds benefit junior racing for Mt. Washington Ski Club. 
Mar 30 Tequila Cup Pageant- Check out what contestants will do for prizes! 
Mar 31 Tequila Cup Slopeside Ride. Everyone 19 yrs and older welcome!

Sponsored by Parker Marine, Lago Apparel, VIB Dragon.

DECEMBER 1999
Dec 4-5 Opening Weekend (conditions permitting) 
Dec 12 Steve Marshall Ford Demo Day 
Dec 14 Ladies' Day Great Escape! 

Sponsored by the Eagle 97.3 FM and Jackson Triggs Vintners. 
Every Tuesday, includes lift, lesson and lunch! 

Dec 15 Breakfast Club! 
Every Wednesday, includes breakfast, lift and lesson! 

Dec 17 Christmas Break begins! Watch for Christmas Carolers on hill. 
Dec 18-19 Sno Tek Demo Days- Check out the latest and greatest in equipment for 2000! 
Dec 19-20 Photos with Santa 
Dec 19 Vancouver Island Alpine Championships 

Sponsored by Coors Light, Head/Tyrolia, Swany, Cozy Devils and Ski Tops. 
Race #1 (Adult Race Series) 

Dec 20-22 Kidz Zone Winter Camps- 
Sponsored by Dairyworld, Blistex, Austria Imports and McDonalds. 

Dec 22 Tree Trimming Party- prizes for best tree ornament! 
Dec 24 Free Horse Drawn Sleigh Rides -after 4:00 pm in front of the day lodge. 
Dec 25 Santa Claus on hill. Christmas dinner in Fireweed's Restaurant. 
Dec 26 3rd Annual Coca Cola Torch Light Parade and Fireworks Festival 
Dec 28 Snowman building contest in Kidz Zone! 
Dec 31 New Year's Eve Parties on the Mountain



SPECIAL EVENTSSPECIAL EVENTS

Snow 
Reports 

Victoria 385-4636
Nanaimo 616-3189

Port Alberni 720-6505
Comox Valley 338-1515

Campbell River 203-1635

Events and dates are accurate at time of printing, but are subject to change without notice.
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The weathered, log cabin lodge at Mt. Cain has known a good
time or two in its 19 year existence. And, in Mt. Cain's case,
the designation ‘lodge’ still has some meaning.  After an

exhilarating day cutting through the mountain's incredible powder, a
cold, damp, and tired skier or boarder can purchase (or cook) a meal,
socialize with friends, play cards or music, and actually ‘lodge’ right
there - without sacrificing a pay-cheque or two for the privilege.

This affordable option is a reminder of the old days.... back before
quad chairs, propane fireplaces, and ski in, ski out rabbit warrens
came along to change adventure into ambience.

The Island pioneers who skied on wood and dressed in wool still
set the standards for sheer alpine endurance and joie de vivre.  The
stage was set for them by Clinton Wood, Courtenay's city engineer,
who explored Forbidden Plateau in the 1920's while trying to find a
new water source for the town.  He was stunned by the beauty he
discovered there and was the first to see its recreational possibilities.

He relayed his enthusiasm to others and helped organize the
Comox Valley Mountaineering Club in 1927.  The following year the
Club built the Island's first ski lodge - a little cabin on Mt. Becher.
The late Sid Williams, a legend in Courtenay (and the fellow the
theatre was named after), remembered the humble beginnings of
the Island's alpine sports:  “I started going to the top of Mt. Becher
in the winter in the late 20’s “ he reminisced several years ago.  We'd
walk up from behind the Bevan Hotel and slide down the hills on our
stomachs.  Then we went on to snowshoeing and from that to skiing.”

Len Rossiter (whom Rossiter Lake was named after) remembered
learning how to ski with a ‘how to’ book purchased from Eaton's. “I
can distinctly remember going on the skis with the book in my hand.
I learned how to snowplow and how to sidestep and herringbone.”

The weekend trips to the cabin were most memorable.  Courtenay
resident Ruth Masters, now in her 80's, described the trek:  “Parties
left regularly each winter weekend... sloshing uphill from the cable
bridge over the Puntledge River, near the old Bevan mind.  Each
party would form a line behind the leader who broke trail until he
flopped exhausted to one side, his place being taken by the second

BACK TO THE FUTURE ATBACK TO THE FUTURE ATBACK TO THE FUTURE ATBACK TO THE FUTURE ATBACK TO THE FUTURE AT

Pat Baker somewhere around ‘Volunteer’

MT CAINMT CAINMT CAINMT CAINMT CAIN
by Mary Murphy
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man and so on.  Once a hole had been
shovelled down several feet to get
inside, the business of getting the old
stove alight, drying wet clothing and
brewing up a meal helped alleviate the
exhaustion.”

Entries in the cabin's visitors book
describe the cheery determination of
the Island's skiing pioneers:  “Came
from Bevan to cabin in 10 hours ...
Dug our chimney and fixed stove
pipes, also dug out window.  Snowed
from Bevan all the way up, 8 ft. of
snow on the roof.”  “Cabin a mess,
bunks are lousy, we scratched night
and day.  Pressure of snow has broken
kitchen window.  Good fun skiing and
tobogganing.”

Incredibly, the Mt. Becher cabin
withstood decades of roaring fires and
enormous loads of snow.  Sagging
dolefully, it was finally torn down in
the 1980's.

But something embodying i ts
spirit was already in place by then -
150 kms away in the Island's beautiful,
remote, and sparsely populated North.
In the fall of 1980, Mt. Cain's lodge
was completed and the facility's first
lift tickets were sold the following
February.  An unassuming operation
has been running on a spectacular
mountain ever since.

Granted, a journey to Cain is
nothing like the hike from Bevan to
Becher.  The Island Highway north of
Campbell River is usually a pleasure to
drive.  An hour or so north of Campbell
River, the gravel cutoff road appears
to the left (it's the same road that
prov ides  access  to  Schoen Lake
Provincial Park).  Follow the signs up
for 16 km.  The road is narrow,  with a
couple of tricky switchbacks - but
nothing that a normally alert driver
can't handle.  There is upward travel
only from early morning to 1 pm; then
downward traffic until 5.  Chains must
be car r ied and used whenever
conditions warrant.

Two t-bars provide access to an
area just  be low Cain’s  mi le-h igh
summit. There, 1500 hundred vertical
feet of ungroomed powder and glade
skiing waits to be explored.

Mt. Cain measures daily skier visits
in the hundreds - not the thousands -
so its 18 runs are rarely tracked up.
The mountain is closed Tuesday-Friday
(except during the Christmas school
holiday) so - with any luck - a dump
of snow during the week will return
everything to a pristine condition the

fo l lowing weekend.   There  are
groomed runs, so beginners, families,
and cruisers are content; but Mt. Cain
i s  bes t  apprec ia ted by  powder
connoisseurs.

The ski area is run by a non-profit
Society (hearkening back to the days
of  the  Mounta ineer ing C lub) .
Accommodation in small alcove-type
rooms at the lodge is available for a
modest fee, plus a yearly Society
membersh ip  charge.   There  i s  a
common cooking and eating area, and
guests bring their own bedding, food,
games, musical instruments, songs,
stories, etc.  For those who don’t want
to cook, meals and snacks are available
in the cafe downstairs.

Whis t le r,  i t ’s  not . . . . .   The
bathrooms are outside (two heated
outbuildings with composting toilets),
water has to be brought up from
downstairs, and there are no showers.
But guests don’t pay Whistler prices
either - and they are quickly immersed
in an "up front and personal" mystique
that Whistler and other corporate
mountains lost a long time ago....
Nor do they have to dig down to the
roof, repair windows, or scratch flea
bites as in the old days at Mt. Becher.

Somewhere between then and
now, Mt. Cain is special. To experience
that age-old sense of being apart - a
band of comrades in a world both
harsh and welcoming - there’s nothing
quite like a rollicking night in Mt.
Cain’s lodge:  the wood stove crackling
inside, a blizzard howling outside, and
the prospect of fresh powder in the
morning, just outside the door.

The lodeg at Mt Cain

Paul Nimmon, Pete’s Trees where else?!

Photos courtesy Wild Isle
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by Peter Rothermel

Tom and Bob had been to this mountain before but not
to the top and vowed not to follow Fairley's guide book
this time. As Tom put it "We followed the book to a T

but it just wouldn't go." This time Dean got the route description
from Charles Turner and he was right on the money, well almost.

  Tom Carter, Bob Schroder, Dean Williams and I got a 7
o'clock start from Qualicum Beach and after stopping at the Can-
For office in Gold River to get a logging road map, found ourselves
at the end of the road and hiking up the ridge by 1 o'clock. After
a couple of hours of hiking and a lunch break we found a rocky
heathery island in a sea of snow to make our camp. Conditions
were more like June than July.

   It was only about 4:30 by the time we set out our bivvy
bags and had a couple of mugs of hot tea, so decided to do a
little recky trip. We hiked up to the top of the steep snow below
the pile of red rocks where Charles said to "descend to the lower
snow field, traverse across and up the obvious ramp to the right."
With field glasses we could pick out the faint boot prints of a
previous climbing party probably from a few days earlier. Or was
that two parties? One set of tracks went up the right side of the
upper snow field then angle traversed left and up. Another set of
tracks went up to the left to a rock pitch that appeared to be a full
rope length then straight up a 50 degree snow slope. Well at
least 49 1/2 degrees, very steep indeed!

  Back down to camp and we had dinner made by Tom,
canned tuna with ichi bon noodles and a magic ingredient that
Tom won't reveal, made for an excellent meal. Or maybe it's just
a fact that anything tastes good when you're up high in good
weather with good friends. Try eating watery lukewarm instant
oatmeal out of a plastic cup at home at six in the morning and
maybe you'll get what I mean. Over hot tea we pointed out
mountains to each other - Rambler, Colonel Foster, Golden Hinde,
Elkhorn and a prominent unknown peak towards Gold River.

  The next morning Dean was chomping at the bit. After a
peanut butter sandwich and another recky hike he was pacing
back and forth. "Mellow out man! I want to savour over my gruel
and tea and then I'm going to do my morning meditations!" (Just
don't forget the toilet paper next time. Snow works OK but it's
cold).

Up we trudged and I was glad I brought crampons. Under
crystal clear skies the early morning snow had the consistency of
blue styrofoam. Good for me but not for them that don't bring
their fangs.

  Down we dropped to the lower snow field, traversed to
the obvious ramp and up finally to a wide ledge at the base of the
"grade 4 step". Maybe we picked the wrong step to climb or
maybe we're getting too old but afterwards the unanimous vote
was that it was low fifth class (this was the only part of Charles
route description we didn't agree with). Tom led the twenty meter
pitch putting in a couple of nuts, a cam and a sling around a
horn- good going! I went next tied in above the ropes halfway
mark, then Dean towing our second rope and finally Bob dragging

THE MOUNTIES GETTHE MOUNTIES GETTHE MOUNTIES GETTHE MOUNTIES GETTHE MOUNTIES GETTHE MOUNTIES GETTHE MOUNTIES GETTHE MOUNTIES GETTHE MOUNTIES GETTHE MOUNTIES GET
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South Face of Victoria Peak
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up Toms pack and cleaning gear. In retrospect,
after Tom leading without the encumbrance
of a pack, we should have consolidated the
load into three packs. By the time Bob reached
the belay ledge humping an extra pack and
pulling gear he looked tuckered out and none
too happy.

  After scrambling over more rock and a
bit of snow we pulled up to the base of the
upper snow field and stopped for lunch.
Crampons off, for now we were in a solar oven
with the snow field facing south and huge
rock buttresses on either side. Up we went
angling up towards the left kicking steps in
the soft snow. I hadn't had a chance to take
those annoying little side shields off my new
glacier glasses and now realized their true
purpose. Not to cut the suns glare but to act
as blinders to the exposure! Here we were
traversing across a 40 degree sometimes 50
degree snow slope with absolutely no
runnout. I may be known to exaggerate a bit
from time to time but I don't think I am here.
One slip and down you'd go. A self arrest
wouldn't work in this steep soft snow, you'd
only slow death down a little. If you didn't
come to a mangled stop on a rock island you'd
hit a two meter wide shelf full of scree and if
this didn't stop you, you'd drop over a cliff
onto another snow field and pick up enough
speed to launch off a fifty meter plus wall to
the lower snow field pocked with more rock
islands to find yourself thousands of feet down
in the valley bottom, Needless to say- don't
slip!! After working our way up a moat and a
bit of rock we were there. If going up is bad
enough, what's it going to be like angle
traversing down and why is it that the beauty
of being on a summit is often marred by the
thoughts of the descent?

  Well the summit was gorgeous. It's sort
of like a half of a castle turret facing south
complete with a north facing notch to shoot
your arrows towards the ascending hoards.
In this natural windbreak we basked in the
July sun and read the summit register. The
top of the tube was missing and everything
inside was wet, so if any body's planning a
trip to Victoria Peak, please bring up a new
tube and the newly plastic sealed cremation
certificate of Stephen Andrew Haigh (see Judy
Holm). There's already a waterproof notebook
we placed up there.

  The descent down was pretty grippy
as the side shields on my glasses weren't
working since I had to look down for my next
step. We rappelled the grade "4" step and
even rapped part of the ramp as it made
things faster and safer. Then Dean was off like
a bat out of hell and the rest of us just strung
out and ambled along. Almost to camp I had
just done this nice glissade that ended up in
an out of control, arms wind milling, stumble
and a hop thanking god nobody saw me. I
looked up and saw two folks trying to control
their laughter, a mountain guide and his client
camped and ready to go up the next day. I
stopped for a chat while Bob and Tom drew
up. After a bit I excused myself
as I was in great need of a hot
tea and a rest with Bob not far
behind me while Tom yakked a
bit more, as he and the guide
had Nepal connections (also
Tom's a talker).

  Back at camp Bob, Dean
and I were debating weather to
stay another night or head out
with Dean leaning towards "go"
and Bob voicing "stay" and me
in the middle thinking here/rest
versus home/hot shower. Then
Tom tramps into camp and
announces "We have a guest". I
glanced up and saw a guy in
yellow and blue raingear with a
revolver in his holster. A gun?
It's a cop! Before I could get a
good alibi formed in my head,
constable Mark Fisher from the
Gold River detachment asked
for Dean. It seems his son had a
skateboard accident and was in
the hospital, so off went Dean
and Mark. After a bit we also
packed up and headed down.
The mountain had lost some of
its glow in the light of Deans
predicament. Good thing too
because there was a big
lightning storm that night and
I'll bet the guide and his client
have a pretty good story to tell.

  In the end Deans son Ryan recovered
and is happy, healthy and as troublesome as
ever. It just goes to show, you can climb in
grippy places and not have a mishap or you
can just be tooling down the street and bang!

  Constable Fisher our collective helmets
are off to you for your dedication to your job,
coming all the way up a mountain you weren't
familiar with and carrying all that hardware
GOOD ON YOU! Yet we still wonder, did you
keep up to "Jackrabbit" Dean?

    Great hike and climb with great
friends!

Looking along the south ridge at Victoria Peak

The steep step!
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The North East cirque of Big Den with route indicated.

THE GREAT ESCAPETHE GREAT ESCAPETHE GREAT ESCAPETHE GREAT ESCAPETHE GREAT ESCAPE
Big Den Mountain is an often overlooked peak bounding the north side of the

Elk River valley. It stands just across Highway 28 from its more popular
neighbour King’s Peak and guards the entrance to the Tlools Creek valley. But

this flat topped peak deserves more attention particularly as a winter destination. The
steep buttresses and gullies visible from the highway below secret a number of high quality
ice routes of varying difficulty. The flat summit plateau while perhaps detracting from the
mountain’s aesthetic to a degree, makes a winter descent a reasonably casual affair.

So enticed and hungry for some early season ice Chris Lawrence and I headed up the
forested slope above the Elk River Timber Co. Rd. in early December 1990 to explore Big
Den’s winter scene. We avoided the nasty burn debris on the lower slope by heading into
Tlools just a short distance and then striking uphill. Before too long we had donned our
snowshoes and spent the rest of the few remaining daylight hours ascending to the crest
of a narrow alpine ridge that butts against Big Den’s east flank. The weather was benign,
neither sunny nor overcast. Despite being only mid December there was already a
respectable snowpack and we could see Big Den’s North East face was rimed up nicely. We
pitched camp and settled in for the night anticipating our climb the next day.

Morning broke and we prepared breakfast. Our MSR was misbehaving and delayed
our departure from camp as it sputtered through melting water and cooking oatmeal.
Again on snowshoes we headed along the narrow ridge to a point overlooking Mia Lake
and the awesome North East Cirque of Big Den. Our objective was the obvious main gully
splitting the face and access to its base looked very straightforward. Traversing into the
cirque there was some wild exposure above Mia Lake and we hurried across through the
deep fresh snow as fast as possible.

Once at the base of the gully we finally got a view into what lay ahead. A series of
short steep steps and then the gully twisted slightly into a chimney and disappeared
above. Chris led up the first bulge making quick work of it on the plastic nevé. I followed
eagerly and swung into the lead passing Chris’s belay. Two similar pitches put us at the
base of the chimney as a light wet snow began to fall. The chimney looked too narrow to
tackle with a pack so I clipped my pack onto a runner and continued up. This was what we
had to find, a long pitch of excellent deep blue ice that swallowed the picks with every
swing. It was just enough to give the route a grade 3.

After Chris released my pack I hauled it up with the second rope. Chris quickly reached
my belay with a wide if soggy looking grin. By now it was dumping hard and we were
both getting soaked as we wallowed around in the deep, damp island snow. Two more
pitches of very steep snow and we arrived underneath a huge cornice capping the gully.
The two options out on either wall of the gully looked fearsome. Verglass covered rock at
an impossible angle. As we debated how to tackle the finish darkness approached. There
seemed little point attempting anything now. We had the shelter of a very deep alcove
beneath the cornice away from the weather with room enough to move around sans
belay. So despite not being prepared for a bivvy we decided to stay put and await the
morning.

What a night. 15 hours of darkness soaked to the skin with little food and an MSR
that simply refused to light. We cleaned it and rebuilt it repeatedly but all to no avail. At
times we huddled together and others we stood dancing for literally hours at a time
biding the murky night away.

Eventually dawn broke and we began tunnelling away at the huge cornice. Luckily
the snow was fairly soft and we quickly hollowed out a good 30ft tube through which we
wriggled onto the summit plateau finally making good our escape. A full whiteout greeted
us on top but this is where the plateau thing kicks in. Following a compass bearing through
the fog we easily located the South West ridge and descended it a short distance before
traversing across the south cirque and onto the crest of the east Ridge overlooking our
camp. A long 55m+ rappel off the ridge put us on easier ground and in no time we were
back at camp. As winter descents go (our forced bivvy notwithstanding) it was pretty
cushy.

A fresh fuel bottle solved our
problems with the MSR as a quick
glance into the one we had
carried on the route showed a
puddle of water swishing around
in the bottom. We cooked a huge
lunch, slept the rest of the day
and through that night. A
beautiful clear day greeted us for
our descent to the road and we
marvelled at views of Elkhorn
through the trees before
breaking camp and heading
down.

by Philip Stone

Looking down the first pitch with Mia Lake and Tlools
Valley below. Photo: Chris Lawrence
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The water heaved and tumbled around unpredictably
making it difficult to read the river gage that had Marco put
in months ago.  Heavy rains and icy snowmelt had made
the river swell.  Where there were usually tiny ripples stood
waves well worth surfing.   It had been higher, of course,
but I don’t remember paddling it any higher.  None of us
had paddled it that high.

The five of us (Marco, Kelly, Mike, Jody and myself) had
all paddled the Upper Canyon of the Gold before.  Some of
us had paddled it quite a lot and knew the rapids intimately.
Some rapids had been named after friends’ nasty experiences.
Confident in our abilities we decided to run it.

The giddy excitement that rose in my belly as we chatted
and changed into our paddling gear was now turning into
my usual pre-paddle butterflies.   The water was as cold as it
looked, perhaps colder, and it was moving fast.  It was pushy
but exciting and playful at the same time.   We blasted down
stream quickly entering the Gold River (the Upper Canyon
put in is actually the tail end of the Muchalat River).   Leap
frogging our way down river from eddy to eddy we moved
quickly rarely getting a chance to all meet up because when
the river is that high there are few eddies large enough for
five boats.

The paddling was incredible. Next to running new rapids
blind, front surfing is my favorite river past time. That day I
spent a lot of unrewarded time paddling upstream trying to
surf waves. So when I finally caught a wave and was
immediately catapulted into warp speed I could hardly stop
grinning.  But playing wasn’t really part of the agenda.
Although the Upper Canyon isn’t a long run (just over 6-
km) with the river low flood stage and the days being short
we needed to cover ground.

Approaching  ‘Earl’s Place’ (a rapid named after a friend
who had a nasty spill with a raft), the first difficult rapid, we
got to see what this river was really like this high.  Water was
piling up uncontrollably and wrapping around the massive
obstructive boulder in the middle of the rapid. Their were
huge unruly eddy fences on the back side of the boulder
erasing any possible safe haven there.  The holes could
swallow my van with kayaks on top and you wouldn’t see it.
Just beyond the rock is an on river left is a fairly large eddy
that we always hit, giving us a chance to surf some beautiful
waves that follow.  From here the Gold narrows as it enters
the canyon.  Typical low angle river banks and gravel bars
give way to basalt walls and steep forested slopes on either
side of the river.  The walls fluctuate in height through out
the canyon and in some places are a shear 60 plus feet.  The
most difficult rapids of the Gold lie in the canyon and once
you’ve entered it you’re committed.

The eddy just past the big rock had a messy eddy line
with boils surging all over the place.  When crossing it Jody
caught an edge and flipped.  She tried to roll, but the aerated
water gave no resistance to her paddle.   Suddenly she was
swimming and being swept downstream through the huge
wave chain with her boat in one hand and paddle in the
other.  Her boat was pulled from her hand by a large wave
and away it went.  Moving quickly we all pursued the scene.
Rescued and eddied out at the bottom of the rapid we all
caught our breath, especially Jody.  Almost immediately
Marco and Mike quickly put on the chase for Jody’s boat.
Without her boat we would have to find a way to get her to
the other side.  The side with the road.

Kelly ferried to the other side, which was quite a steep
rock wall about 12 ft. high.  Finding a decent micro eddy he
stood ready on the other side with a throw bag while Jody
and I attempted a seal carry.  The water was too fast and the
drag from Jody on my back deck to great to get across.  We
would have been in the next rapid if we didn’t bail out and
high tail it back to river left.  Kelly wasn’t able to get the
throw bag to us on the other side by throwing it so we
attached it to my PFD’s tow line and I began ferrying it across.
The line got tangled around my paddle so Kelly let go of his
end.  I eddied out on river left and with over 60 feet of line
trailing down stream into the next drop I was nervous and
pulled my quick release.  There goes our rope.

We thought about walking upstream to find a better
crossing point, but realized that this was the best spot.  Kelly
went to get a vehicle.   It was late afternoon now and dusk
would soon be upon us.  After a while I decided to investigate
what was happening on the other side.  I gave Jody a Mars
bar and left her on the far bank.  At the road there were no
signs of anyone or anything.  I built a big cairn and place
branches in the road as well as drawing arrows in the gravel
to mark the spot.  I started running towards the put in to
get my vehicle.  The run seemed to take forever.  Thoughts
of Jody stranded on the other side kept fatigue at bay.

Soon after returning with the van Kelly, Marco and Mike
showed up -  with Jody’s boat.   It had travelled over 6 kms
before Mike and Marco caught up to it.  We hauled it down
the steep and now dark slope towards the river.  Upon
reaching the cliff edge we could hardly see across, but we
could certainly hear Jody’s joy of our return.  Over three
hours had passed since Jody first landed on the far side.  Even
though she was in a wet suit and dry top she was doing
jumping jacks most of the time to stay warm.  We carried

WHITE GOLDWHITE GOLDWHITE GOLDWHITE GOLDWHITE GOLD
by Liam Edwards
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her boat upstream for Marco to tow it across and then they both ferried back safely.  Phew!  Sticking to our
tradition, next stop, the pub.

Some folks might say we were lucky that day.  They’re probably right, but it wasn’t all luck that saw us through
we possessed many skills that made our tail not so gruesome.  Mostly we possessed detailed knowledge of the river
we were paddling.  We all had good river rescue skills and good communication skills.  We also all handle stressful
situations quite well.   I am sure we could pick this story to pieces and find flaws here and there.   I am also certain
we all learned a ton from and since that day.   We discovered some things by talking over the events at the pub, like
how our communications could have been better.  Or how our vehicles could have been better equipped for such
cases or worse ones.

Where ever your travels may take you 

on the Island (or further afield) 

stop in at

Next to Starbucks, Discovery Harbour, Campbell River

(250) 287-4453

for personal service, 
quality equipment, 
local knowledge 
and No Bullshit!

Outfitting You For Island Adventure

climbing, hiking, caving and kayaking clothing and equipment

So below youíll find a list of useful things and helpful tips to
take with you next time you go paddling.  The items marked with
ìWî before them I find to be extra nice when winter paddling and
I sure would have liked to have know about them sooner.

Individual Gear Group Gear (*-
often can be left in car )

Poggies or neoprene gloves water proof
first aid kit

Neoprene hood to combat slurrpy head f u l l
length climbing rope or equivalent*

Full dry suit ñ unless youíre tough
additional rap kit with belay device*

Spare paddle  (break apart) a d d i t i o n a l
spare paddle*

Rap kit (you might need a lesson, but itís worth it)
sleeping bag with pad and tarp*

Throw bag (yup every boat) s t o v e ,
fuel, pots*

Thermos full of piping hot whatever (herbal tea is best)
extra water and food *

Snacks (pack an extra or two)
Tiny dry bag with toque, mitts & extras

Cozy Excessive Extras

Hot Shots (the little packets that warm up when you shake
them, theyíre great at rest stops)

Propane heater for those multi day river trips to toast your
gear in the am, warm your van, or defrost toes.

Remember if youíre going to use rope around water you MUST
have a sharp knife handy (on PFD is best).
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GREAT CENTRALGREAT CENTRALGREAT CENTRALGREAT CENTRALGREAT CENTRAL
CLAY TRAILCLAY TRAILCLAY TRAILCLAY TRAILCLAY TRAIL

Greetings Gaians! Several years ago, in the fabled
Clayoquot Sound region of our fair island, two
organizations dedicated towards outdoor

education and employment for youth were born.  Their
activities remained relatively low profile until early this year,
when half a dozen diverse souls joined together to form a
board of co-directors for both organizations.   The adventure
thus far holds much potential? The Clayoquot Clay Corp. is
a small clay mining company, and has staked several Free
Miner's claims on Crown land.  Two of these claims are
situated in the Kennedy Lake Lowlands, an area long since
logged clear.

Much clay is accessible just beneath the surface of the
surrounding swamplands, and this clay will be mined by hand
with the youth membership of the Landslide Salmon Society.
The third claim (now this gets beautiful) is beneath the
rainforest canopy along the rushing Tofino Creek.  This
mineral claim initiates our future trail to the North-West end
of Great Central Lake.  We envision this to be a hands-on
educational trail, where visitors are encouraged to learn much
more than simply hiking.

Wildcrafting, rock-climbing and treehouse building come
to mind! Joy! Now, what are we gonna' do with clay, you
may well ask?  Clay, in many ways, has been the foundation
for permaculture living since the times of the ancients.  And
what exactly is "Permaculture"?  Permaculture refers to a
way of life in accordance with the cycles and realities of

Nature (permanent culture), something we as a species,
especially in North America, are sorely in need of.  We are
dedicating much energy towards forming trust and
partnership with the First Nations of the Clayoquot Sound.
The inherent values concerning sustainable living and the
Natural World reside with them.  Moreover, peace must reign
between all if we are to truly return to this Garden Biosphere
known as the Pacific North-West.

So, back to our program(s).  The Landslide Salmon
Society's mission statement defines itself as: Dedicated to
the restoration of natural habitat and the education of youth
through co-operative, adventurous, and compassionate
actions.

Great things are created over time, and this upcoming
spring will see the first serious ground breaking at the
Kennedy Lake clay claims by members of the Clay corp. and
the LS Society.  An eco-camp here will be the R & R point for
the crew responsible for forging ahead with clay claims from
Tofino Cr. to Great Central Lake. The very aggregate to be
mined will also form the eco-camp's structure. Cob is an
adobe mix of clay, sand, and straw.  This ingenious and primal
material can be formed into beautiful, organic cottages,
ovens, and other useful structures.  Terra Cotta pottery, using
straight clay, can also be crafted. By now it is clear that the
Clayoquot Clay Corp. has little intention of devouring terrain
in search for mineral profits.  But if it can facilitate the
rediscovery of clay as a staple for the new 'Green Economy',

it has accomplished it's purpose. The
Great Central Clay Trail will be, no
doubt, a sort of crowning feat.

In the Summer of '99, several
days of camping and exploration
were undertaken in Tofino Creek.
The experience in this environment
was phenomenal.  We are currently
scrutinizing maps for the most likely
path through the passes, and will
continue to stake claims and flag this
trail in the spring.  The Kennedy
River and Taylor River watersheds,
both relatively pristine, await us.
Adventurous 'blazers are welcome to
join us, no mining experience
necessary!

For further information:
(250) 753-1786
or (250) 753-5767
Email  lsalmons@island.net
www.wizarddesign.com/LSsociety

The Red Pillar

Klitsa Mtn

Mt Apps

Tsable River

Mt Maitland

Mt Quimper

Nine Peaks

Velella Peak

Great Central Lake

Port Alberni

Lucky Mtn

Mt Hall

Mt Redford Black Peaks

Broughton 
Peaks

PROPOSED TRAIL

Tofino

Ucluelet

4
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Throughout the world, solitary experiences in the
wilderness have been great transformers.  Tribes
from Australia to the Americas have used solo

journeys to mark important transitions in life.  They were
times to test survival skills, for self-contemplation, and for
communion with gods.  Boys became men, artists awaited
inspiration, and leaders sought foresight in the silence of
one’s self.  Nature, or the spirits which inhabited it, assisted
in providing a sense of place in the world.  The seekers
returned to occupy mature roles in their society.

You may not have thought of them as such, but
transitions in modern are still marked by solos.  Don’t you
remember the first time you slept outside alone  for the first
time?  Probably it was just in the backyard, but like later
juvenile summer camps, it marked a new independence.  High
school graduation had several solos for me.  It was the first
time I drove my father’s car (a Rambler) by myself, the first
time I left town without permission, and the first time I never
slept at night.  I stayed up carousing around a country
campfire — talk about ancient ceremony.

Once we reach adult life though, we neglect such
passages.  We seem to feel our self-exploration is complete.
The pursuit of love or money fills, though not necessarily
fulfils, our lives.  An occasionally friend may take time out
for a religious retreat, but that seems stifling for most people
nowadays.  Yet biblical leaders spent time alone in the desert.
By accounts they gained important spiritual awareness and
strength from their sojourns.

I was 23 when I took my first adult solo.  It was with
Outward Bound, the international wilderness adventure
school.  In mid-December members of my group were
stationed separately in a snowy wood.  We were left for two
days and two nights, alone .  No books, no games, no writing
material, no musical instruments; nothing that would distract
us from the purpose of being there.  Only a sleeping bag, a

tarp, and a few matches were allocated.  Wandering more
than visual distance from the campfire wasn’t allowed.  I
enjoyed the experience, and even fasted in proper solo
tradition.

For others it wasn’t a positive experience.  Perhaps
they lacked confidence or a sense of self.  On a solo journey
you are your own guide and entertainment.  If you’re not
comfortable with that companionship, then you’ll be as
stressed as hosting a boring guest who won’t take his leave.
The solo is meant as a time for self-understanding, and such
awareness  can  br ing  conf idence  and power.   Even
businessmen take Outward Bound in their  search for
entrepreneurial excellence.

It wasn’t until ten years later that I next took a solo.
I t  happened by  c i rcumstance ,  ac tua l l y.   Canoe ing
companions backed out of a long-planned trip, but I decided
to go anyway.  The journey provided ten days of adventure
and heightened awareness.  Running a strange river kept all
my senses on full alert.  My hearing was acute.  I noticed
that the butt of my paddle conducted sounds of the river up
the shaft.  I seemed to see with new eyes.  Indeed, one of
my nature photographs later won a national competition.
Everything that I encountered seemed crisp and fresh.  It
was like being in a foreign culture, yet I felt comfortable and
capable within it.

The solo traveller is sometimes thought to be foolish,
and there are good reasons for the inexperienced not to go
alone.  But for those with courage, it can be a sensational
experience.  Opportunities and observations will occur which
don’t happen in groups.  On a solo journey one can look
inward while being outward bound.  Isn’t this our job as
modern outdoor adventurers?  To meet the challenge of the
wilderness with skill, to seek our place within it, and to return
spiritually refreshed?

by Tom W. Parkin

ALONE

The Author resting on a sandbar while on a solo trip along the Stikine River. Photo: Tom Parkin
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REVIEWSREVIEWSREVIEWSREVIEWSREVIEWS
Vancouver Island’s Own-

Visle Snowboards
166 Greenstick and 160 & 166 Vacuum Carbon

When the three boards first
spilled out of the box first
impressions said “Visle
Snowboards’ look is hot!” The
top sheet graphics are simple,
classy and eye catching.
Elegant coloured lines (these
three were, black, blue and
yellow) border transparent
strips revealing the wood and
carbon core inside. As Visle’s
own literature states the result
is a distinct look which shows
off a perfectly saturated glass
core free of air pockets that
would otherwise weaken the
board.

The Greenstick features a
ISO 750 sintered base with a
Visle branded maple leaf. The
Vacuum Carbon models a plain
black ISO 750 sintered graphite
base. Again a classy look with
quality behind it. The use of a
sintered base as opposed to a
much less expensive and less
durable extruded base is
another indication of Visle’s
commitment to quality.

So they look good and
obviously boast high quality
craftsmanship and materials.
What about the ride? With the
Island mountains yet to open
our review team headed to Mt
Cain to hike some runs.

Stymied by the
uncooperative combination of
bindings and screws we had at
hand the Vacuum Carbon 166
was the sole board mounted. Its
stiff flex and length warranted
a plate binding trial we felt. So
duly configured with Burton
plates, up the hill it went.

Immediately the board’s
kevlar and carbon core proved
itself on the back, light!

Conditions on the upper
mountain were superb for such
an early point in the season
(November 27th). A
consolidated base of 60+ cm
with an ample icing of 20 cm
fresh powder. Needless to say

our 6 am start that morning
ensured fresh tracks.

First encountered was
some crusty windslab along the
wind affected ‘ Upper Ridge
Run’. The Vacuum Carbon
ripped through it remaining
stable and fluid in the turns.
Then dropping onto ‘Pete’s Run’
for some deep and surprisingly
light powder. Here the Visle
machine seemed to excel. It
floated high in the soft snow
keeping speed up but at the
same time proved very
responsive in the turns giving
the rider a feeling of complete
control.

With each new run the
Vacuum Carbon 166 became a
smoother and smoother ride as
the board’s sweet spot was
found and dialled.

At the end of the day,
heading down, the uptrack ruts
on the lower mountain had
thawed and refroze into a
narrow icy railway track. Again
the Vacuum Carbon delivered
absorbing the chatter,
responding to the tight turns
required and all round giving a
smooth, fast and in-control ride.

The 166 Carbon flying through Mt Cain powder.
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AVALANCHE AWARENESS Going out of bounds Its
a beautiful, blue sky day, you are in the mountains
riding down a slope of untracked, fluffy, waist deep

powder. Not a ski lift or a man made structure is in sight. As
you glide to a stop at the base of the huge alpine bowl, you
watch your buddies carving out designs of there own,
crossing back & forth on your tracks to create figure eight
art on a blank, white canvas. You re-group at the bottom of
the bowl, don snowshoes & start the ascent through quiet
glades of alpine fir, halfway up, you stop to build a Jump so
that you & your friends can catch some air on the way back
down.

If you can relate to this scene, you are already into, or
interested in, back country winter travel. A growing number
of skiers, snowboarders & snow shoers are starting to leave
behind the liftlines, bustle & crowds of ski areas by leaving
their boundaries.

‘All mountain” skiing started as a quick way for mountain
climbers to travel up and down peaks. Now snowriders are
venturing into the mountain to search for untracked powder,
custom jumps & challenging terrain. The mountaineers
dream of getting their “first ascent” of a peak now combines
with the “extreme” skiers “first descent “of a steep mountain
coulior.

Although there is no lift ticket price to pay when riding
away from the ski area boundaries, the “freerider” must
prepare to be self sufficient. Ski area lift tickets not only buy
rides up the ski lift, but it also pay for first aid, risk

Avalanche Awareness
by Pepi Krajc

management & rescue service should you get into trouble
while riding there. Once you duck under the ski area
boundary rope, your buddies may be your only form of
rescue. Many snowboarders & skiers die by getting buried
by avalanches in B.C.’s back country every winter. Some are
found close to ski area boundaries. Most died because they
were not aware of the hazards of back country travel on
snow. Knowledge & experience in back country snowpack
will allow you to recognize & avoid potential danger.

Here are some tips for safer travel out of bounds:
Know before you go: The Canadian avalanche association

posts daily avalanche hazard data, that, like a weather report
, will help rate the severity of avalanche hazard in a broad
region. It is important to know how to interpret these reports
& apply them to your local area. Web site: www.avalanche.ca
Phone: 1-800-667-1105 . Be familiar with the area you will
be travelling & carry a map. Hiking the area before hand in
the summer is a good way to become more familiar with
the terrain. Leave a plan: Let someone know where you are
going & when you expect to be back.

Safety in numbers: never travel alone. If you are buried
in an avalanche, quick response by others in your party may
be your only hope of survival. When crossing slopes, do so
only one rider at a time. This way if the slope releases, only
one person will be at risk.

Experience & Judgment: Are the best way to minimize
your risk of being caught by an avalanche. Knowing when a
slope is truly stable to ski takes years of experience &
knowledge of the principles of snowpack formation. Be

realistic about your experience & be
conservative about your decision to
ride a slope. Start by taking a course
from a certified instructor & going out
with folks who are more experienced
than you.

Equipment: Each member of your
group should carry the basic tools for
survival in avalanche terrain .
Avalanche transceiver, a radio beacon
that allows you to search for a rider
buried under the snow. Avalanche
probe, a sectional pole that allows your
to probe through the snow pack to
search for a buried rider. Shovel, to dig
out a buried rider once located. In
addition groups travelling out of
bounds should carry extra food, water
& clothing in case they need to spend
the night. Just carrying these items is
not enough, training & practice will
allow you to use these tools efficiently
if the need arises.

Be aware of avalanche hazards &
be safe this winter!

 

Dates
Saturday & Sunday, Dec 2-3, 2000

Monday & Tuesday, Dec 16-17, 2000 

Call for more 
information
250-897-3254
pepi@island.net

Recreational Avalanche Awareness

• Canadian Avalanche Association Curriculum
• Certified and Experienced Instructors
• Customized Courses

Don't Leave Home Without It!

www.island.net/~hipski
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BUSINESS DIRECTORYBUSINESS DIRECTORYBUSINESS DIRECTORYBUSINESS DIRECTORYBUSINESS DIRECTORY

Mountain Meadows Sports
Your Vancouver Island outdoor
outfitter, centrally located in the
Comox Valley. Chain store prices
with family store service.
Ph: 250 338-8999
Fax: 250 338-1823
email: meadow@island.net
368-5th St. Courtenay,
B.C. V9N 1K1

Urban Lemming
 We sell Brodie, Trek and Klein
Bikes from a shop, featuring
excellent service. From custom
wheel building to minor tune-up
we can keep you out there. Stop
in for the most up to date trail info
and a free map of area trails.
151p Dogwood St. Campbell
River, B.C. V9W 6B9
Ph/Fax: 250-286-6340
email: lemmings@island.net

Valhalla Pure Outfitters
Factory Outlet for Valhalla Pure™
outdoor clothing. Valhalla Pure is
designed and manufactured in our
own factory right here in B.C.
Vancouver Island's best selection of
outdoor clothing and equipment.
Check us out at the following great
locations:

615 Broughton Street,
Victoria, BC, V8W 1C8
Ph: 250-360-2181
Toll Free: 1-888-551-1859
Fax: 250-360-4054
email: victoria@valhalla-pure.com
http://www.valhalla-pure.com

499 Wallace Street,
Nanaimo, BC, V9R 5B7
Ph: 250-741-1855
Toll Free: 1-888-551-1858
Fax: 250-741-1834
email: nanaimo@valhalla-pure.com
http://www.valhalla-pure.com

219 5th St. Courtenay, B.C. V9N 1J5
Ph: 250-334-3963
Toll Free: 1-888-551-1860
Fax: 250-334-8573
email: courtenay@valhalla-pure.com
http://www.valhalla-pure.com

Geophilia Adventures
Sea Kayak Guide Training
Endorsed by the Sea Kayak Guides
Alliance of B.C.. 10 day
professional courses this spring.
Ideal for potential guides, or
anyone looking to improve their
sea kayaking skills.
Ph/Fax: 250 653-0011
email: geofilia@island.net
www.island.net/~geofilia
190 Reynolds Rd, Saltspring BC V8K 1Y2

Strathcona Outfitters
 The North Island’s best selection
of hiking, kayaking, climbing and
caving equipment and clothing,
rentals too! Stop in for friendly
knowledgeable service at our new
location in: Discovery Harbour,
Campbell River.
Ph: 250-287-4453
Fax: 250-287-7354
email: soutfit@island.net

Robinsons Sporting Goods
Come visit Vancouver Island’s most
complete Outdoor Store featuring
Canada’s largest tent showroom.
Our extensive lines can outfit
anyone from the weekend
enthusiast to the hardcore
adventurer. Stop by to check out the
Island’s only “Summit Shop” by
The North Face, Robinson’s
“Climbing Shop” and Robinson’s
“Fly Shop”.
Toll Free: 1-888-317-0033
Ph: 250 385-3429
Fax: 250 385-5835
robinsonssportinggoods@home.com
1307 Broad Street, Victoria V8W 2A8

Business Listings are $95.00

+GST for 4 issues (one year)
Call 250 285-2234 or
fax us at 250 285-2236

Coast Recreation Maps
specializing in marine areas along
the B.C. coast
15 maps available: Bella Bella,
Hakai Passage, Broughton
Archipelago, Johnstone Strait,
Kyuquot Sound, Esperanza Inlet,
Nootka Sound, Clayoquot Sound
(North & South), Barkley Sound,
Georgia Strait- North, Desolation
Sound, Sunshine Coast, Gulf
Islands, Quatsino and Goletas
Channel
Provide information on campsites,
points of interest, hiking trails,
wildlife viewing areas, surf zones,
tidal currents, access points, plus
much more available at popular
outdoor stores or contact:
Suite 547, 185-911 Yates St.
Victoria, B.C.  V8V 4Y9
www.coastalwatersrec.com/maps/
info@coastalwatersrec.com

HOW WILD HOW WILD HOW WILD HOW WILD HOW WILD HOW WILD HOW WILD HOW WILD HOW WILD HOW WILD IS YOUR ISLEIS YOUR ISLEIS YOUR ISLEIS YOUR ISLEIS YOUR ISLEIS YOUR ISLEIS YOUR ISLEIS YOUR ISLEIS YOUR ISLEIS YOUR ISLE??
We all want to hear...so here’s a little incentive...

Where have you been and what have you seen?
Share your adventure with all Wild Isle readers and
you could win one of our great prizes.

Write a magazine article about your greatest adventure or
favourite trip destination, a thought provoking essay, how to climb
a certain peak or paddle your favourite river. Include photographs,
maps, drawings and any other material you see fit to enhance
and embellish your piece. Send your dispatch to Wild Isle and
you could win one of our wicked prizes.

Entries may be submitted up until December 31st, 1999.
Mailed submissions must be postmarked on or before the closing
date. The best  items in these two categories will be chosen:

1-Feature Article
Typically a 1,000 to 1,500 word story about a trip by the writer on or

around the islands with a choice of five photographs (slides or prints).
Could also be an essay on an ethical issue.

 2-How to
Between 300 and 750 words describing  factually/guidebook-style

how to access and climb a certain peak or paddle your favourite river.
Might include a map or sketches or one or two photos. Could be anywhere
along the coast accessible from the Islands Might be a primer on a certain
activity for either novice, expert or both, self-propelled of course, or a safety
issue.
All entries are eligible for publication and permission to publish is
a condition of entry and assumed on receipt of each submission.
Entries may be submitted on paper or electronically to: Wild Isle
Dispatch Roundup
PO Box 482, Heriot Bay BC V0P 1H0
or by email to wildisle@island.net

A Weekend for two at

The Resort at Cape Mudge - Quadra Island

including kayak rental
with optional  instruction from

MSR Miniworks Water Filter



North Island HighNorth Island High

Snow Lines
Port Hardy

(250) 949-7669

Campbell River 

(250) 287-9274 

The adventure begins 1.5 hours north of Campbell River

Accommodations 
& Information  

1-888-668-6622

www.island.net/~cain


